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1st day (Monday). BARCELONA 
 
Arrival at airport and transfer to hotel. Remainder of day free. Accommodation at the hotel. 
 
2nd day (Tuesday). BARCELONA 

 
Breakfast at the hotel. Morning free. In the afternoon, Artistic tour of Barcelona. Drive along the 
impressive modernist buildings such as La Sagrada Familia. Enjoy short visit at Gaudi’s bizarre Parc 
Guell Continue to Passeig de Gracia to see Gaudi’s famous buildings, La Pedrera and Casa Batlló. The 
tour ends close to the Casa Batlló. Accommodation at the hotel. 
 

3rd day (Wednesday). BARCELONA – MADRID 
 
Breakfast at the hotel. Transport to Barcelona Sants station to get the high-speed train at 9.00 a.m. 
for Madrid. A pleasant and brief journey. Arrival at 11.45p.m. Transfer to hotel. In the afternoon, tour 

of the city highlighting its medieval origins, the Barrio de la Morería, the court of the Hapsburgs with 
Philip II and its Renaissance and Baroque buildings in the Puerta del Sol, Plaza Mayor, and the Plaza 
de la Villa. See the Madrid of the Bourbons and the urban design of Charles III, the Royal Palace, 

Cibeles and Neptuno fountains and Alcalá gate. Admire works from the 19th century such as the 
elegant Plaza de Oriente and Prado Museum, get to know modern-day Madrid with the Gran Via, Paseo 
de la Castellana, Barrio de la Castellana, Barrio de Salamanca, Plaza de Castilla, Parque del Oeste, 
Ciudad Universitaria, shopping districts and the Santiago Bernabéu Stadium. The tour will make a stop 
at the Hard Rock Café for a refreshment. Accommodation at the hotel. 
 
4th day (Thursday). MADRID – CÓRDOBA – SEVILLA 

 
Breakfast at the hotel. Transport from terminal at 8.30 a.m. to La Mancha, the land of Don Quixote. 
Transport to Córdoba by way of the natural pass of Despeñaperros. Visit to the Mosque/ Cathedral and 
stroll through the Jewish quarter. In the afternoon, the trip continues to Sevilla. Arrival dinner and 
accommodation at the hotel. 
 

5th day (Friday). SEVILLA 
 
Breakfast at the hotel. In the morning, a tour of the city’s monuments and most scenic sites: the 
exterior of the Cathedral, the second largest Catholic cathedral after Saint Peter’s in Rome; the Barrio 
de Santa Cruz, the natural setting of Carmen and Don Juan; and Maria Luisa Park and the Plaza de 
España. Afternoon free. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. Optional flamenco show. 
 

6th day (Saturday). SEVILLA – RONDA – COSTA DEL SOL 
 
Breakfast at the hotel and route through the White Towns of Andalucía heading towards Ronda. 
Free time to admire this city of Celtic origin and marvellous views of the valley and mountain. In the 
afternoon, the route continues to Costa del Sol. Dinner and accommodation at the hotel. 
 
7th (Sunday). COSTA DEL SOL – GRANADA 

 
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Granada and its incredible collection of monuments, the last 

bastion of Granada’s Nasrid Dynasty until 1492. Visit to the famous Alhambra with its beautiful 
Nasrid palaces and the Generalife Gardens. This is the setting which inspired authors such as W. 
Irving in his work Tales of the Alhambra. Remainder of the afternoon free. Dinner and accommodation 
at the hotel. Optional Zambra flamenco show in the Sacromonte neighborhood. 
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8th day (Monday). GRANADA – TOLEDO – MADRID 
 
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure to Toledo, the impressive imperial city surrounded by the Tajo River, 
declared a World Heritage Site, and cradle of Christianity, Islam and Judaism. A marvel of art, history 
and spirituality, this city is a national monument. Tour including its most important monuments, its 

narrow streets, and the damascening technique (inlaying precious metals in steel). Trip continues to 
Madrid. End of service. 
 
No tour escort service will be provided during the Barcelona to Madrid journey 
or during the stay in Madrid 
 

9th day (Tuesday). MADRID 
Breakfast at the hotel. Transfer to airport. End of service. 
No tour escort service will be provided during the journey to Madrid or during 
The stays in Barcelona or Madrid. 

The visits to Madrid and Barcelona will be conducted as regular tours. 

City  Hotel 4*  Hotel 5* 

Barcelona  Catalonia Barcelona 505 Barcelona Plaza 

Madrid  Tryp Washington Husa Princesa Tryp Menfis 

Sevilla  Hesperia Sevilla Meliá Lebreros 

Costa del sol Sol Príncipe Meliá Costa del Sol 

Granada  Los Ángeles Abades Nevada Palace 

 


